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Digital Signal Processing Using MATLAB and Wavelets (Electrical Engineering)Infinity Science Press, 2006
Although DSP has long been considered an EE topic, recent developments have also generated significant interest from the computer science community. DSP applications in the consumer market, such as bioinformatics, the MP3 audio format, and MPEG-based cable/satellite television have fueled a desire to understand this technology outside of hardware...

		

MATLAB® Recipes for Earth SciencesSpringer, 2007
MATLAB® is used in a wide range of applications in geosciences, such as image processing in remote sensing, generation and processing of digital elevation models and the analysis of time series. This book introduces methods of data analysis in geosciences using MATLAB such as basic statistics for univariate, bivariate and...

		

Microscope Image ProcessingAcademic Press, 2008
Digital image processing is an integral part of microscopy and is increasingly important to the fields of medicine and scientific research. This book provides a unique one-stop reference on the theory, techniques and applications of this technology.

Written by leading experts in the field, the book presents a unique practical perspective...





		

Pattern Recognition, Second EditionAcademic Press, 2003
Pattern recognition is becoming increasingly important in the age of automation and information handling and retrieval.
This book provides the most comprehensive treatment available of pattern recognition, from an engineering perspective. Developed through more than ten years of teaching experience, Pattern Recognition is appropriate for both...

		

Wavelets: From Math to PracticeSpringer, 2009

	The method of wavelet transforms is one key tool in signal processing and control. Modern wavelet theory defines outlines for construction of wavelets and transformations using them. It gives rules that one has to obey to get a wavelet basis with desired properties, meaning that everyone can create a wavelet adequate for the given task. This...


		

Video Coding with Superimposed Motion-Compensated Signals: Applications to H.264 and BeyondSpringer, 2004
Video Coding with Superimposed Motion-Compensated Signals: Applications to H.264 and Beyond captures recent advances in motion compensation for efficient video compression. This book investigates linearly combined motion compensated signals, and generalizes the well known superposition for bidirectional prediction in B-pictures....





		

Mathematical Modelling, Optimization, Analytic and Numerical Solutions (Industrial and Applied Mathematics)Springer, 2020

	
		This book discusses a variety of topics related to industrial and applied mathematics, focusing on wavelet theory, sampling theorems, inverse problems and their applications, partial differential equations as a model of real-world problems, computational linguistics, mathematical models and methods for meteorology, earth systems,...



		

Independent Component Analysis of Edge Information for Face Recognition (SpringerBriefs in Applied Sciences and Technology)Springer, 2013

	The book presents research work on face recognition using edge information as features for face recognition with ICA algorithms. The independent components are extracted from edge information. These independent components are used with classifiers to match the facial images for recognition purpose. In their study, authors have explored Canny...


		

Digital CCTV: A Security Professional's GuideButterworth-Heinemann, 2007
This book provides practical information about how digital video works, how digital video is stored and transmitted, what digital systems can and cannot accomplish, and what to expect from digital video equipment in modern CCTV systems.

An explanation of digital video and compressed digital video is provided, and the distinction between...
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